Energy Level Extreme
the future of flight has wheels

In a world where super bikes are traditionally built
on two wheels, the GG Taurus breaks through as
a screaming leader of invention. With its unique
three-wheeled design and powered by a 1300 cc
BMW four-cylinder engine, the GG Taurus turns
up the heat.
Loved by enthusiasts in Europe, the Swiss-born
GG Taurus is built for speed and to look the part.
Seductive style and extreme performance are the
chief characteristics of this super bike. You’re not
likely to see this parked next to you at the mall;
these are exclusive performance bikes designed
to cater to a small, very specific audience.
Be a part of this history-making marvel that is
built to jump start your heart!

The Swiss Movement

The GG Taurus is the brainchild of Swiss company Grüter and Gut
Technik’s proprietor and managing director, Walter Grüter and his
design and engineering team. Having designed over eight unique
superbikes, the development of GG Taurus is the natural progression
of Walter’s innovative ideas.
With the very finest technology, ergonomics and performance from
the people who invented precision, the GG Taurus’ style and design
is like nothing that’s come before. Handling is nimble and the bike
will never feel out of place when pushed to its upper limits.

Luxury On Speed
The word precision should be the Swiss mantra, and no detail
has been overlooked in the creation of the GG Taurus. All of
this precision and raw power has led to one thing: performance.
With numbers usually reserved for a high-performance sports
car, the GG Taurus holds its own, both on the road and on the
track. The GG Taurus is not just one bike, but the culmination
of more than 30 years of performance and reliability.

Seductive Design

Precision Engineering

Exhilarating Performance

All of the power of the GG Taurus has
been wrapped in a design like nothing
else. Like all exotics, the GG Taurus is
hand-built using the finest materials.
Utilizing carbon fiber and high-strength
fiberglass panels, the super bike will
still look relevant 20 years from now.

Every component of the GG Taurus has
been made to a precise standard, from
the fully adjustable suspension to the
solid one-piece aluminum swing-arm.
Nothing has been overlooked.

The nearly 1300 cc engine would be all
but useless without a closely synchronized six-speed race transmission to
transfer the power to the 19 inch rear
wheel. And in keeping with the attention
to detail that has made the GG Taurus
a leader in its class, an all-important reverse gear has been added.

Performance
From Within

The GG Taurus is built around a
BMW water-cooled, four-stroke, inline four-cylinder engine with two
overhead camshafts and four valves
per cylinder. The engine’s power
is rated at an impressive 175 hp at
9,250 rpm and 104 ft lbs of torque at
8,250 rpm. Designed to propel you to
a maximum speed of over 230 km/h
(140mph).

Supreme Firepower
thrill seekers wanted. inquire within.

Power

175 HP

With plenty of power to spare, the GG Taurus is fitted with an
extremely powerful four-cylinder water-cooled engine. The engine
is perfectly positioned below the rider and lower than a traditional
superbike to give it a perfect balance and a low center of gravity.
One ride on it will send adrenaline rushing through the veins and
you’ll be hooked. The 175 hp engine will rocket you up to a top
speed of 230 km/h (140mph). You’ll quickly find yourself running out
of open road.
The front suspension rivals that of most sports cars and is made
entirely out of aluminum, including the single side swing arm. Not
to be outdone, the rear suspension is comprised of fully adjustable
coil over shocks that can be adjusted to suit road conditions. The
brakes consist of both 270mm twin floating front discs and a single
284mm rear disc. Then there are the wheels... Forged from a single
piece of aluminum, the front wheels measure an impressive 17 inch
diameter and a massive 19 inch, shaft-driven rear wheel that will
help transition the power to the road.

Torque

104 FT LBS
Engine

1300 CC

Speed

140 MPH

PRECISION & COMFORT

GG Is Freedom.

GG Means Freedom
unleash your inhibitions

While the GG Taurus is built for speed and performance,
it does not fall short on comfort. Its ergonomically
built design provides that the rider is comfortably
positioned. To further enhance the riding experience,
GG’s available options allow for a fully customizable
bike, allowing you to choose the type of suspension,
cargo-carrying options and electronic displays. Touring
bike or sports super bike... You choose.

GG Is For The Elite
leave your tread marks...

The GG Taurus is being unleashed on the
streets of the U.S. for the first time! With
very limited production, only a select few
will have the pride of owning this exclusive
piece of Swiss machinery. Get on board
and turn heads at every corner!
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GG Options
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Modifications for the true enthusiast
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1 Digital Dashboard
The digital dashboard with carbon fiber allows a special racing look of the GG Taurus,
is waterproof and has a lot of special functions.

2 Day Light LED (not compatible with additional spot lamps)
LED lamps have faster start characteristics, longer economic life
period and give you more security.

2 On Board Computer
The on-board computer is integrated into the original dashboard and allows you to
have more information such as outside temperature, oil level warning and more.
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3 GPS - BMW Bike Navigator 4 (incl. Adapter + Connection Cable)
This robust 4.3” widescreen navigator is built for high requirements and is ready for
unforgettable tours on your GG Taurus.
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4 Pannier left side and right side
This waterproof pannier with a capacity of 55 liters with space for one helmet and
luggage is especially designed for GG Taurus.
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9 Anti-theft Alarm
The anti-theft alarm can monitor your GG Taurus all the time when it is not in use.

6 Shock absorber rear wheel
The hydraulic preload adjustment can be changed by hand. With this system
you can adapt the suspension for additional weight.

8 Shifter
Originally the shifter was designed for racing. It automatically upshifts
the gear without the operation of the clutch.

8 Pillion grips with backrest
The milled pillion grips in aluminum with integrated back-rest are made for the security
and the comfort of the pillion. The back-rest is removable in height and forward direction.
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4 Shock absorbers front wheels with additional reservoir
This option allows the adjustment of the pressure range in front and is equipped
with integrated low and high speed compression damping.

7 Special SR exhaust system with titanium end cans
The matt looking end cans of your exhaust system in titanium are a nice
alternative to the stainless steel version.

7 Heated grips with 2 adjustable temperature levels
In cold weather the heated grips are very comfortable for the driver and will also
increase safety.
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3 Additional spot lamps, maneuverable
(not compatible with LED lamps) The horizontal curved light will give
you more security on roads with twists and turns.

5 Shock absorber rear wheel with remote reservoir
This option allows the adjustment of the pressure range of the rear wheel and is
equipped with integrated low and high speed compression damping.

5 Storage tank for gloves
The additional loading space of 15 liters in an optimal position allows you to have a
camera or other small things within reaching distance.
6 Inner bags
Especially produced for GG Taurus, high-class quality of material.

1 Xenon low beam / Xenon high beam
The quality of light is much higher with the Xenon lamps than with
conventional lamps, more comfort and more security are the result.
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9 Servo assisted power steering system
The EPS (Electric Power System) is very precise and always feels natural in use.
The level of assistance is adjusted automatically according to speed and steering angle.

10 Indoor dust cover
The indoor dust cover is especially designed for the indoor protection of your
GG Taurus.

10 Special paint finish
Your GG Taurus can be personalized with a special paint-job or airbrushing for an
additional price upon request.

11 Splash Guard

11 Mechanically polished wheels with surface protection
The wheels are can be specially coated to protected against oxidation and corrosion.

12 Shock absorber rear with WESA-X and E-PA

12 Additional brake

It’s ok to BraGG...
talk about it, be seen on it

Turn heads and blow minds with a ride that is in a class
of its own! The enviable GG Taurus’ heart-pounding driving
experience will give you something to BraGG about!
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To own a GG Taurus is to become part of the GG Taurus
family of loyal and passionate riders. Become engaged in
the GG Taurus lifestyle. Connect with us through our official
social media accounts on Twitter and Facebook.
Once you are an official owner of the GG Taurus, you
become part of our GG Taurus Owners Club with access to
our exclusive GG Taurus owners interactive site.
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter and get closer to living the
GG Taurus experience. Stay informed with the most up-todate developments, images and exciting coming attractions
with the exclusive GG Taurus!

http://Connect.GGTaurus.com

www.GGTaurus.com

Club
http://Network.GGTaurus.com

DIMMES, Inc.
601 5th Avenue North
Saint Petersburg, FL 33701

8GG-8GG-TAURUS
844-844-8287 (toll free)

www.GGTaurus.com

